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National Debt…Let the Market Tell Us When to
Worry

Doug Sandler, CFA®

Recent fiscal stimulus measures to combat the impact of COVID-19 have re-ignited
investors’ concerns about too much government spending. While the federal debt has
been on investors’ minds since the National Debt Clock was erected near Times Square
in 1989, critics have been more vocal as our nation’s debt burden has surpassed our
country’s annual Gross Domestic Product (GDP). To address this concern, we are
writing about the same topic we discussed in February 2019.
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Federal debt was
over $23 trillion at
the end of 2019
(top-line, left chart)
and estimated to
have grown to
nearly $25 trillion
YTD.
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Mitigating factors
make the national
debt less onerous
than it first appears,
in our opinion.
We believe the
market will tell us
when it’s time to
worry about the
federal debt.
We do not believe the
‘warning lights’ that
would indicate a debt
crisis are flashing.
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However, due to
low interest rates,
the payment
percentage (see
chart left) has also
declined making
the larger debtburden more
manageable, in our
view.

As scary as the increase in federal debt appears, we are less concerned for two
reasons. First, in our opinion, there are several mitigating factors that make the debt-load
less precarious than what is reported in the headlines. Second, we believe the ‘warning
lights’ that would typically flash before a debt crisis remain unlit.
MITIGATING FACTORS TO THE ESTIMATED $25 TRILLION IN DEBT
1. Payment-Burden Less Onerous: While Federal debt has grown consistently over
the last 50 years, the payments as a percentage of debt have remained low given the
record low interest-rate environment. So long as interest rates stay low, the growing
Federal debt should remain manageable, in our view.
2. Intergovernmental Debts: According to Treasury Direct through April 2020 roughly
$5.9 trillion of the $25 trillion debt is intergovernmental debt. Intergovernmental debt is
the debt that the government owes to itself. For this reason, some economists believe

that ‘Federal Debt Held by the Public,’ which excludes intergovernmental debt, is the more important
measure of the Federal government’s indebtedness. By this measure, the federal debt is about $19.1 trillion,
which is about 90% of 2019 GDP. While $19.1 trillion is a big number, it is 24% smaller than $25 trillion and
below the psychological threshold of exceeding 100% of GDP.
3. Sterling Collateral: Although it would be highly unlikely, if the US was obligated to post collateral for its
loans, we believe there are plenty of assets it could pledge. A few of the ‘priceless’ assets it controls include
prime land (national parks) and buildings, a portfolio of patents, usage rights to digital spectrum, and natural
resource rights for energy and minerals.
4. Printing Press: Lastly and most importantly, the federal government has the ability to print its own
currency, like it is doing now. In theory, no country with its debts denominated in its own currency should fail
to make good on its debt obligations.
WARNING LIGHTS NOT FLASHING
The federal debt is a hotly debated topic and there are many additional concerns we have chosen not to address in
this short publication. There are also a number of philosophical debates about intergovernmental debt and printing
money that we don’t discuss in this piece, not because of the validity of these arguments but due to their timing.
Ultimately, the only way we will truly know if our federal debt is a problem is if the market tells us it’s a problem;
thus far these ‘warning lights’ are not flashing, in our view. When the following three warning lights begin to flash,
we believe it will be time to worry about the federal debt:
1. US Dollar Plunges: Countries that have debt problems will also generally experience currency weakness.
Foreign investors place less value on a currency that they believe is not supported by cash flow, assets, or
will be diluted by printed money. In the era of ‘fiat’ currencies (ones not backed by physical assets like gold),
this concept of ‘money printing’ can feel reckless to some. However, deep financial and political issues in
Europe and China suggest to us that the US dollar will remain the world’s preferred transaction currency for
the foreseeable future. Today, not only is the dollar not weakening, it is near multi-year highs relative to a
trade-weighted basket of other currencies.
When to Worry: Currency values move in cycles and the dollar is likely near the tail-end of a cyclical period
of strength, in our opinion. Therefore, we would not be concerned about minor weaknesses in the dollar, in
fact a little dollar weakness would be welcomed by US exporters and global investors. However, we would
be concerned if the dollar began falling by more than 10% per year for several years.
2. Inflation Spikes: Hyperinflation is another characteristic of economies experiencing a debt crisis. Stories of
citizens using currency as wallpaper (Weimar Republic of Germany) or needing wheelbarrows of cash
(Zimbabwe and Argentina) to purchase basic household items are common in such economies. Currently,
inflation in the US has been declining as a result of COVID-19 and sits under 0.5% as of the end of April.
When to Worry: We believe significant levels of annual inflation of 10% or more would cause the ‘warning
light’ to flash.
3. Long-Term Interest Rates Jump: Investors that are worried about reckless spending or large debt burdens
will demand higher interest rates on borrowed money to compensate them for the risk of not getting paid
back. The interest rate on the 30-year US Treasury Bond is currently under 1.5% and is only about 70bps
(bps = 1/100th of 1%) higher than the rate on the 10-year note.
When to Worry: The 30-year bond would need to rise significantly above current levels before we would
start to get concerned.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ECONOMY AND MARKETS
The level and growth of the federal debt has irked investors for years. It has been a common refrain of market
pessimists, and the passage of the $2.2 trillion stimulus bill and the additional stimulus programs that are being
discussed may serve as another reason to keep investors sidelined. We believe this is a mistake. We don't see a
debt crisis on the horizon and for this reason remain comfortable with buying US equities and holding US debt.
However, we do expect large fiscal debt burdens to come with consequences. Since debt essentially involves
‘borrowing from the future,’ we anticipate that growing debt burdens perpetuate the ‘low and slow’ economic growth
environment that has existed since the Financial Crisis. Over the last 12 years, we believe that ‘low and slow’
growth has widened the income divide among Americans, contributed to higher levels of equity volatility and
caused many investors to remain under-invested in equities.
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